Debate Manager

Launched Plans For Lawrence Male Pep Band

Jesse and Ellis To Be Directors; Expect To Uniform

By Jack Wilson

Three years ago, Marquette and Lawrence met on the gridiron at Whitfield Field. Accompanying the Hilites team was a fully staffed, uniformed band which preceded the game and furnished hits. Report

The program consisted of a talk by Professor B. L. Millard, of the economics department, spent the day evening at the interfraternity meeting of the Midwest conference. His committee will select... won't be able to be in the shape of a key or perhaps a "noodle."

"When the Vikings trot out on the field against the Marquette Saturday, October 25, the usual Homecoming crowd, the..."

(Continued On Page 4)

Election of Hall Council

Group Selects James MacGregor For Highest

James MacGregor, Iron Mountain, Michigan, was elected president of the Bracken hall council at a meeting held Monday night. The council is composed of representatives from each section of the dormitory, and in the "voting" group in Bracken. Discussions and entertainments of any kind are banned by the group.

John Keating was chosen vice-president, Warren Richards, treasurer and Lawrence Van Meighan, treasure.

MacGregor appointed the following council members: John Keating, chairman, Mamie McCarthy, treasurer, and Lawrence Van Meighan, treasurer.

The Bracken hall council has a budget of $500. It plans to hold $500 in cash during the year. The council has $500 in cash.

The council is composed of representatives from each section of the dormitory, and in the "voting" group in Bracken. Discussions and entertainments of any kind are banned by the group.
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Lawrence Gridmen Play Wisconsin At Madison

(Continued from Page 1)

ing the weak spots in the first half. Barnes and Fendler broke many long gains and showed flashes of clever one stepping and eluding. Barnes also succeeded in taking the variety of an attack. The passers threw balls into the waiting arms of a teammate on nearly every attempt.

Reports from the Badger camp indicate that the doubleheader will be more or less a rest for the Cardinals. Offense was scored this week, but no heavy work was done by any of the three varsity eleven. Northwestern's back carriers found them selves in the biggest difficulty working the pickin through the freshman team.

As it will be necessary for the conservative coach to use at least two complete teams, it is impossible to restore a starting lineup. The former Northwestern team has three triple threat men in Tony O'Mara, John Schneiger, and Ernie Lacky. Each of these men play the tail back position. For the wing backs, the card have John Streeter, Harry O'Mara, and Bob Knickle. Both are especially brilliant in handling the punting, passing, and kicking assignments, as well as the safety jobs.

Probable Lineup Named

Although Kotal has made no announcement as to who the starting lineup will be, it is quite likely that the same eleven that started against Wisconsin will be in the starting lineup. The quarterback is the opener will start. The passer's one stepping, eluding, and throwing ability makes him the most dangerous man on the field and for the time being will be given a chance to show his ability. The passer's one stepping and eluding ability makes him the most dangerous man on the field and for the time being will be given a chance to show his ability.

The passer's one stepping and eluding ability makes him the most dangerous man on the field and for the time being will be given a chance to show his ability. The passer's one stepping and eluding ability makes him the most dangerous man on the field and for the time being will be given a chance to show his ability.
Fraternity Sport System Undergoes Change

GOLF IS MADE A FALL EVENT; BOWLING OUT

Swimming Dropped; Still Debatability of Ninth Semester Men

By Roy Sample

Antagonism is still ride among the gasoline for the interfraternity sports league schedule as a result of conferences of the interfraternity representatives, coaches, and intramural managers.

The change of golf to a fall rather than a spring sport was the subject of a hot discussion at the Tuesday meeting. The main argument for the affirmative brought forth the opinion of the number of the children to the effect that the term was as far away due to the fall. Those other managers disagreed, maintaining that football interferes, and the courses are better in this best condition.

To Play Golf In Fall

A tie vote was cast and the decision was shelved for the next meet to be determined on whether the golfers to play on the courts or not. This decision is to be made by special arrangement, and the decision in make of the change of golf to a fall sport.

Swimming relays as opposed to water polo was the next point to be considered. Discussion revealed a competitive driving of swimmers in several of the classes and the casting of votes placed the managers on record as being in favor of continuing the swimming relay events.

A line that found Webster, Brauer, and Tony Greco, and a stubborn front of the Wisconsin game.

Wisconsin is going to have no problems this season when they take on Lawrence and Carlson in one bite. The Vikings, with one game behind them, should put up a real proposition even though they are headed for great things, barring to see their faults. The Minnesota things are running much smoother. Behind them, should put up some real things with a team out of their take on Lawrence.

...Ken Laird

...Paul Fischl

...Co-captains

...By Henry Cases

Shades of football battles of years ago will see at Camp Randall Saturday, when the powerful Badgers eleven entertain Eddie Edwards Fighting Vikings in the second game of a scheduled double header. Two years have passed since the Cardinal of Wisconsin and the Blue of Lawrence met on the gridiron, but 10 years have failed to erase the score of 21 to 0, which Lawrence is a very clever move to have been "laying" for "Tiny" Bill. Wisconsin will face off with a team out of their 10-S count. Neither of these years ago by a It to S score and their rubber gam« this year.

Each team has one game to its name, according to reports, with the Delta Sigs. The Sig Ep pair will meet the Tau Chi aggregation, the Taus, and the Theta Phis will meet the Delta Phi. This deciding ballot will be cast Wednesday over the telephone. As a result of the draw held Wednesday afternoon, the Delta Sigs will do battle with the Phi Psi aggregation, the Beta will contend with the Phi Taus, and the Theta Phi will meet the Delta Sig. The Sig Ep pair drew a bye for the first round.
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Better Shoe Dyeing
Lyman's Shoe Rebuilders
at Heckert Shoe Co.
Phone 893
Appleton, Wisc.

Dresely's
Beauty Shop
Permanent Waving
finger waving
Marcelling
Bobbing
3 Men Hair Cutters
116 E. Oneida Street
Open Friday and Saturday Nights

Voigt's Hustler

CANDIES
1 lb. Julies King... .50
1 lb. Keeley's... .60
1 lb. Chandelles... .40

We're not worried that the opposing lighter will make matches—until someone invents a toothpick attachment for the lighter.

Young Thing: To get married! And as you come down the post, remember, I'm here to go on.

Aviator: "No, I try not to come down for a while."

Every Day Specials
All the Tooth Paste
1 lb. Listerine... .50
1 lb. Lavoris... .40
1 lb. Dudgeon... .30
1 lb. Antisptic Solution... .25

VOIGT'S Drug Store

Nothing seems very funny at six o'clock in the morning. Have you ever noticed that?

A. J. GENIESSE
116 E College Ave.
EXCLUSIVE APPAREL

NEW FALL COATS
Offered
$58.00

Dress and Sport Coats, one of a kind models. Wide range of sizes and colors.

DRESSES
$16.75

Just unpacked! A collection of dresses for daytime, and afternoon, embodying all the smartness of more expensive models.

HOISERY SPECIAL... $1.00

Geology Classes
At Stone Quarry

Students Enjoy "Traveling Laboratory" Trips;
A Mary Brandi

Professor Brandi's geology students divided into three groups, visited the Neenah stone quarry on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday afternoon this week. Two valuable field experiments were made, the stratification of surface rock, and the presence of rocks and mineral veins in the soil, as a result of the glaciation era.

Assistant Professor Campbell, who accompanied the students on the excursion, demonstrated the various phases of the work. A bus was chartered for transportation to and from the quarry. This is the second of a series of excursions made by the geology students, the first trip being a visit to Tethllic Springs last week.

Organize New Band To Enliven Athletic Games

(Continued from Page 2)

The formation of the concert bands for the fall was made early this fall. William Morton, Jr., president of the Student Senate, worked on the plans several weeks in advance. President Henry McWhorter and Professor Morse and the organization was left entirely up to the students, and with the exception of the advisor, whom the students have full charge. The new band is to be a true "pup" band. It will play at all home football and basketball games, and will answer the old-time "cakie" of Viking coaches and members of athletic teams for pep and enthusiasm during athletic contests.

Varsity Finds Freshman Line Plenty Tough

(Continued from Page 1)

down Whiting field. Time and again the altar Green knifed through center for easy tackles, and Kotal was forced to alternate four centers in an effort to stem the assault of Milwaukee's all-city pivot man. McKee, too, snared his share of tackle duties in a manner that speaks well for future years.

Field Hockey Practice

With more than 30 girls reporting for practice, the field hockey season is well under way. Thus far the class of '33, winner of the tournament last year, has most players on the field. Though the freshmen players usually fear outnumber those of other classes, comparatively few have shed their intentions of trying for the team this year. Max Zuckerman, director of physical education, urges any girl who plays or would like to learn, to sign up with her class manager at once. These managers are Betty Wity, senior; Mildred Blankman, junior; Ruby Bergnas, sophomore, and Alice Bajtas, freshman. Practices are held daily from 4 to 5 o'clock at Whiting field.

R&S Shoear Store

116 E College Ave. — Appleton

MEN! HERE ARE YOUR FAVORITE STYLES IN DRESS OXFORDS

Leather or Rubber Heel.
Tan or Black at only

$2.98

Dignified Credit Terms as low as $1.00 down.
$1.00 Weekly

ANNOUNCEMENT

Every Wednesday will be a special college day. Watch your Tuesday's Lawrentian for our special offering for next week.

Upstairs Dress Shop

218 E. College Ave.

College Men are wearing these BULova Watches

For Your College Pictures—
KODAKS IN COLOR

We invite you to come in and see these lovely new models. You'll be under no obligation to make a purchase.

Ideal Photo and Gift Shop

Appleton, Wisconsin

THE VALLEY INN
Hotel of Distinction

Phone 601 129 E. Wisconsin Ave.
NE R N A H

YOU would greatly enjoy Breakfast, Luncheon, Dinner, or Late Supper in Snider's today.

Snider's Restaurant
Open from 6:30 A. M. to Midnight

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
FIRST TRUST CO.
of APPLETON
INVESTED CAPITAL $1,285,000

BADGER RING HEADQUARTERS

G O O D M A N S
Credit Jewelers
115 E. College Ave.